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Abstract The Conceptual Programming system (CP) was upgraded to
the Conceptual Programming Environment (CPE) back in 2004. At that
time, the building and storage of Conceptual Graphs were implemented
in a modular fashion in order to allow not only interoperability with
CPE, but also to share modules with other applications. Since then a
module has been added to the environment for doing foundational rea-
soning operations, projection and maximal join. CPE's interoperability
is also being enhanced by allowing not only C and C++ applications to
access this module, but developing this knowledge system so that a story
understanding system, written in Java, can interface with it. Future work
is beginning on developing a module that will allow interoperability with
CPE and the Common Logic Standard.

1 Introduction

The Conceptual Programming system (CP) was originally developed as a sin-
gle, standalone application [1,2] that handles temporal, spatial and constraint
information [3,4] using a knowledge base of Conceptual Graphs (CGs) [5]. More
recently, the New Mexico State University group has begun to investigate alter-
native data structures and models to allow other applications and systems to
communicate with the CP application [6,7,8]. By 2004 the Conceptual Program-
ming Environment (CPE) had been introduced with its new modular, multi-
component design to increase the �exibility of the environment and to allow
modules to be used outside of the environment by other systems [9]. At that
time, the main form of interoperability was by using the CGIF1 interchange for-
mat. CPE included simple wrapper modules to allow other languages, besides C
and C++, to use the CGIF module. The knowledge system has now expanded
not only into the storage and retrieval of graphs, but also into improving the
performance of foundational reasoning operations [10]. When redesigning the
algorithms and data structures for the reasoning operations, it was taken into
account that CGs can be represented by a triples data structure many times seen
in databases. Other researchers have also exploited this data structure [11,12] in
representing CGs. NMSU is unique in using the data structures directly by the
reasoning algorithms, not just in the knowledge representation used for storage

1 The current archived copy of CGIF from the ICCS2001 workshop is located at:
http://www.cs.nmsu.edu/~hdp/CGTools/cgstand/cgstandnmsu.html#Header_44



and retrieval. To show the usefulness of this research, CPE has been used as the
knowledge base of objects with query-answer facilities in connection with a new
story understanding system.

2 Story Understanding System

This story understanding system is in the process of being built at New Mexico
State University using a multi-agent design [13]. The primary goal is for the
story understanding system to perform in-depth story understanding by using
both world and prototype knowledge through a knowledge base. A short story
that has been tested by the new understanding system is the following text:

Down at the very bottom of the pitcher there was a little water and the
thirsty crow tried every way to reach it with her beak. But the pitcher was
much too tall. The crow got thirstier and thirstier. At last she thought
of a clever plan. One by one she dropped pebbles into the pitcher. Every
pebble made the water rise a little higher. When the water reached the
brim, the thirsty crow was able to drink with ease [14].

3 Knowledge Base

The knowledge base is divided into two categories: 1) world knowledge and 2)
prototype knowledge. The world (or object) knowledge comes from a common
sense knowledge system that can perform some form of non-monotonic reason-
ing, has the ability to change its mind and makes inferences when there is hardly
enough information available to make any inference; while the prototype knowl-
edge comes from the new story understanding system. The world knowledge
describes objects and their relationship with other objects. This part acts as a
basic query-answer facility being able to �nd elements within the story and how
they relate to other objects in the story. The prototype knowledge is a higher-
order or abstract knowledge. Unlike the world knowledge, this knowledge is very
dependent on the domain context of the text being understood.

Given the text de�ned above, an English version of a knowledge base would
need to stored the following propositions:

Water is a liquid.

Liquid is a thing.

All pitchers have a brim, bottom, and top.

Containers are things that hold things.

Pebbles are things.

Crows are birds.

Birds are animals that have beaks.

Animals are live things.

Live things are things that need air, food, water, and shelter.



3.1 Basic Knowledge About Objects

This part of the knowledge base has open world knowledge and is not speci�c to
any particular domain. This is where CPE and its modules are very applicable.
The English knowledge given above can be translated into the following CGIF
notation.

;The first relations sets up the type hierarchy for the concepts

found in the knowledge base;

(GT [TypeLabel: `Entity'] [TypeLabel: `Thing'])

(GT [TypeLabel: `Thing'] [TypeLabel: `Liquid'])

(GT [TypeLabel: `Thing'] [TypeLabel: `Container'])

(GT [TypeLabel: `Thing'] [TypeLabel: `Pebble'])

(GT [TypeLabel: `Thing'] [TypeLabel: `LiveThing'])

(GT [TypeLabel: `Liquid'] [TypeLabel: 'Water'])

(GT [TypeLabel: `Container'] [TypeLabel: `Pitcher'])

(GT [TypeLabel: `LiveThing'][TypeLabel: `Animal'])

(GT [TypeLabel: `Animal'][TypeLabel: `Bird'])

(GT [TypeLabel: `Bird'][TypeLabel: `Crow'])

;The next set of Conceptual Graphs are definitional for giving

structure to some of the concepts in the type hierarchy just

defined;

[Pitcher*p1:@every ;all pitchers;]

(ATTR ?p1 [Bottom])

(ATTR ?p1 [Top])

(ATTR ?p1 [Brim])

(HOLD [Container*c1] [Thing:@{}]

(PART [Bird] [Beak])

(NEED [PROPOSITION:

(BREATHE [LiveThing*lt1] [Air])

(EAT ?lt1 [Food])

(DRINK ?lt1 [Water])

(LIVEIN ?lt1 [Shelter])])

Yet this knowledge does not have to be added directly into the story under-
standing system. The story understanding system can use CPE completely as a
query-answer knowledge system, where graphs and parts of graphs are returned
to the story system with a Java wrapper set of routines. All the knowledge in the
CPE knowledge base is totally independent of the story understanding system
and can be used by any application.



3.2 Prototype Knowledge

The prototype knowledge builds understanding that goes beyond the given text.
However, this knowledge is part of the story understanding system and its rele-
vance to the topic of this paper is in how it interoperates with the world knowl-
edge system. The current design for testing di�erent knowledge systems with the
story understanding system is to have a �xed application programming interface
(API) for all knowledge systems to be used.

Originally it was believed that all basic knowledge had to be stored in all
knowledge systems being used by the story understanding system. So some pre-
liminary work was done addressing the translation of data from one knowledge
system to another [15]. However, it turns out how the knowledge is stored in the
knowledge system is not important, only that the �xed API is necessary for the
story understanding system to be able to move between knowledge systems.

4 Future Research

Work has begun on the API between the prototype knowledge and the world
knowledge to use the new Common Logic standard, CLIF2. This will give a
consistent API that will not have to change if another knowledge reasoning
system is to be used with the story understanding system. It will also allow
CPE to have available a sharable CLIF module for standardized communication
with other applications or systems.

Work is also proceeding on interfacing CPE to John Sowa's FMF blackboard
application [16]. Modules are being investigated that will take input in either
CLCE [17] or ACE [18] format.
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